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What is it?



164,106,400 student responses



Plickers is a response app that can be used in the classroom easily without supplying devices for each student.



9,355,200 questions asked



The app engages all students and integrates easily into the way you already teach.



“Plickers is a powerfully simple tool that lets teachers collect real-time formative assessment data without the need for student devices”



601500 teachers



Student’s answers are recorded using their plicker cards along with the teachers device and displays the results in real time. plickers



190 countries



Molly Lempko EDUC 220 St. Bonaventure University



How to get started



Things to Remember: 



Teachers: 1. 2. 3. 4.



5.



What makes plickers so good anyways?



Students: 1.



Fun for All



Download the Plickers app on your device Go to plickers.com to print cards to use with your class Log into the website to create a class and create your questions Scan your students responses to the question by pointing your devices camera at the class and stop when all answers are recorded Review answers immediately or on your own time on the website



2.



Plickers is fun for every student no matter what grade level they are in. It engages students in a unique way without the use of devices and is teacher friendly. Plickers is a fast and easy way to check for understanding quick and the best part is…



Carefully work through the question before choosing your answer Choose the answer you think is correct by holding up your unique card with the letter you selected on top. For example, if you chose ‘A’ you would hold your card like this:



It’s FREE! This app can be downloaded on any device and the only materials needed are a computer, any type of smart device and paper. It gives every student the opportunity to respond and eliminates embarrassment for getting the question wrong while still providing the teacher with feedback.



3.



Wait until the teacher is done scanning the classroom and then view your answers on the screen







 



Laminate your cards in order to get plenty of use The letters on the cards are small so other students cannot see each other’s answers You only have to scan the classroom once in order to record the data Immediate feedback only works with wifi connection



What other people are saying ““Formative Assessment in a snap! This tool is awesome for the teacher who doesn’t have a classroom set of devices!” “You get quick data from your students to find out what they know and don’t know. Easy to use and easy set up. FREE!!” “No more screaming out answers during a lecture. Students just turn their card where their selected answer points towards the top. Your device does the rest.” “I love using this app in my 7th grade math and language arts classes, and the students love it too!” “I love the fact that I can quickly get a view of who has it and who needs some extra help. It is non- threatening for students as right or wrong they see a check mark by their name on the screen. Only the teacher sees who has the wrong answer”
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What is it?






Student's answers are recorded using their plicker cards along with the teachers device and displays the results in real time. plickers. â€œPlickers is a powerfully simple tool that lets teachers collect real-time formative assessment data without the need for student devicesâ€�. Molly Lempko. EDUC 220. St. Bonaventure University ... 
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What is Computational Intelligence and what could it ... 

formatics, connectionism, data mining, graphical methods, intelligent agents and in- .... nity, presented at conferences, and published in CI journals. .... ject recognition, auditory and visual scene analysis, spatial orientation, memory, motor.
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